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 This paper presents a novel combinational phonetic algorithm for Sindhi Language, to 
be used in developing Sindhi Spell Checker which has yet not been developed prior to 

this work. The compound textual forms and glyphs of Sindhi language presents a 
substantial challenge for developing Sindhi spell checker system and generating 

similar  suggestion list for misspelled words. In order to implement such a system, 

phonetic based Sindhi language rules and patterns must be considered into account for 
increasing the accuracy and efficiency. The proposed system is developed with a blend 

between Phonetic based SoundEx algorithm and ShapeEx algorithm for pattern or 

glyph matching, generating accurate and efficient suggestion list for incorrect or 
misspelled Sindhi words. A table of phonetically similar sounding Sindhi characters 

for SoundEx algorithm is also generated along with another table containing similar 

glyph or shape based character groups for ShapeEx algorithm. Both these are first ever 
attempt of any such type of categorization and representation for Sindhi Language. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Spell checkers are application programs that flag words in a document which may not be spelled correctly. 

The primary and most complex task of a spell checker system is to generate an accurate suggestion list for the 

misspelled word. While a significant amount of work has already been done for string matching algorithms in 

English and other Asian languages [1, 2,3,4,5], on the contrary no work has been done for Sindhi Language. A 

study on trends in Sindhi text errors and patterns shows that the most common misspellings factors are the 

phonetically similar words with (i) similar sound/ pronunciation and (ii) similar shape/ glyphs of Sindhi 

Characters [6]. This gives the motivation to initially develop a phonetic based algorithm for Sindhi Text before a 

more practical Sindhi Spell checker can be developed. Thereforea compendium algorithm is developed; 

involving Edit Distance, Phonetic and Glyph/pattern matching algorithm to provide suggestions of similar 

words, for the misspelled word.This combinational hybrid approach successfully generates accurate suggestions 

for the misspelled Sindhi word. 

SoundExis generally considered as a phonetic algorithm, used primarily in natural Language Processing 

(NLP) for indexing names by sound. Simply stating, the SoundEx algorithm is used to group similar sounding 

letters together and assign each group a numerical number. The main goal of this technique is to use 

homophones for encoding text with numerical indexing; as a result the numerical representation can be easily 

matched with other similar sounding characters having same numerical code. This results in retrieving a list of 

words that are pronounced similarly with very little variation in their homophones. On the other hand the 

ShapeEx algorithm is used to group letters having same/similar shape or glyph and assign each group with a 

numerical number. Here the similar letters are those that are exactly same in shape and size, and are identified 

through certain diacritic marks such as ا{Alif} and آ{Alif-Mad-Aa}. These both letters are same except an 

additional symbol „~‟ is used above the آ. This distinguishes both in pronunciation, but typists usually confuse 

and make a common mistake of missing such type of characters as discussed in [6,7]. 

 

Related Work: 

Phonetic algorithms for matching strings have been discussed in context to English language by various 

researchers from SoundEx [8,9], Metaphone[10,11] andPhonix[12]. Whereas some work in Sindhi Phonology 
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and Phonetics has been done Jatoi A.N. as early as 1968 [13]. Sindhi morphological sound structure, vowel and 

consonant sounds, and its syntax have been discussed by [13,14,15,16]. However no work in developing a 

SoundEx and ShapeEx based algorithms for Sindhi was found in literature, thus making our effort first ever 

attempt in this area. 

On the contrary a huge amount of work has been done in Arabic and other Asian languages in this context. 

Bird S., [17] presents a theory on Arabic Phonology based on Arabic verb morphology, syllable structure, and 

phonological constraints. Other work in Arabic Language Phonological and phonetic algorithms and structural 

analysis involves [18,19]. Recently Ousidhoumetet al. discusses the refinement of Arabic soundEx using two 

functions called “Algerian Dialect and Speech Therapy Refinement” [20]. Whereas Naushad-Uz-

Zamandevolved a Spell checker using the Double Metaphone Encoding for Bangla language [21]. However Bal-

Kirsna in his paper on “Nepali Spell Checker” has adopted an affix rules with pattern matching algorithm [22]. 

In contrast to this,T. Dhanabalan used Lexicons with morphological and syntactic information for the 

development of Tamil Spell Checker [23]. TahiraNaseem used various methodologies in the development of 

Urdu Spell checker such as Edit Distance algorithm, N-Grams, Sound-ex and its variants, using a Novel 

approach for ranking of spelling error corrections [24], and Probabilistic error correction techniques [25]. 

Rupinderdeep Kaur in his paper investigates various types of errors in Punjabi language with Gurmukhi Script 

and discusses various solutions and methodologies for creation of dictionary of Punjabi words, error detection 

and error correction & replacement [26]. 

The most relevant work on Sindhi phonology is done by Maharet at., where Sindhi Language phonology is 

discussed with “conversion of Sindhi alphabets letters into their appropriate sounds” [27].We have used the 

Shape groups discussed by Mahar et al. for similarly pronounced Sindhi phonemes and grouped them together 

to be used in our phonetic algorithms.We then created our own SoundEx based list of Sindhi character along 

with similar shape list for the ShapeEx algorithms. The available list of 360 Sindhi Phonemes as shown in figure 

1; obtained from [27] and [28], is used to generate a basic list of similarly pronounced character list for phonetic 

based Sindhi SoundEx algorithm. 

 
Fig. 1: List of 360 Sindhi Phonemes 

 

Generating the Suggestions List: 

In every spell checker application, the major responsibility is to be able to generate a suitably accurate 

suggestion list for the misspelled word. Therefore, in order to develop a Sindhi spell checker system, we first 

need to work out how the suggestion list will be generated. In order to develop a procedure or routine for finding 

similar words list, following simple architecture has been implemented shown in figure 2 consisting of three 

main algorithms. According to this architecture the three algorithms that will be used in the system are 

Levenshtein Edit Distance algorithm (alsocommonly known as Edit Distance algorithm), second is the Sindhi 
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phonetic based SoundEx algorithm and the last algorithm used is the ShapeEx pattern matching algorithm. The 

Levenshtein algorithm has not been discussed in this paper as already huge literate is present on the subject and 

currently is irrelevant to the context of this paper. Both phonetic algorithms have been developed for Sindhi 

Language and are implemented to generate similar words for any given word. Then the generated list of similar 

words form each is combined and redundant words are removed. These two algorithms are further discussed in 

details in the following sections. 

 

 
Fig. 2: Basic architecture of generating the suggestions 

 

SoundEx Algorithm: 

The first algorithm used for generating similar words suggestion list is theSoundExphonetic algorithm, 

which is used to encode the words and character by their sound or pronunciation. According to this algorithm 

each characters or letter in a language is assigned a number or code and the characters with similar homophones 

are all grouped together with same code so that when the comparison is done the words with similar  

homophones characters, can be matched regardless of minor differences in spelling. For Sindhi language the 

character haves been grouped according to the similar homophones of each characters as shown in the table 1. 

All the letters in Sindhi language have been grouped and an alpha-numeric code has been assigned to each 

group. There also exist few characters in Sindhi language that can‟t be grouped with any other characters as 

their pronunciation is completely different from the rest of the characters. There are 22 groups that have been 

created for Sindhi. 

 
Table 1: Sindhi SoundEx based Character groups 

Sound 

code 
Similar Sound Character Group what  

S.No 

  .1 ا آ ء ي ئ  0

  .2 پ      1

  .3 ڀ ة ٻ    2

  .4 ت ط     3

  .5 ٿ      4

  .6 ٽ ٺ     5

  .7 ث ش ص    6

  .8 ج ڇ چ    7

  .9 ڃ ڄ     8

  .10 ح ٌ ي    9

A     11 خ ک.  

B   12 د ڌ ڏ ڍ.  

C   13 ذ ز ض ظ.  

D    14 ڙ ڻ ر.  

E      15 ش.  

F     16 ف ڦ.  

G     17 ق ڪ.  

H     18 گ غ.  

I      19 ل.  

J      20 م.  

K      21 ن.  

L     22 ڳ ڱ.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phonetic_algorithm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Homophone
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According to the soundEx algorithm for Sindhi; to find a similarly pronounced word for a given misspelled 

word, first the soundEx based code is generated for the misspelled word, then that code is compared with the 

soundEx of each word from the correctly spelled Sindhi words repository. Hence the matching of string is done 

using the soundEx code not the actual Sindhi text string, thus increasing the efficiency. All the words that have 

been matched are then put into the similar word list. We used a simple vector container in java to hold this 

words list.  

 

The comparison according to the Sindhi soundEx algorithm is shown in table 2, where two Sindhi words 

are shown with similar soundEx code. The two words used here are پبڪصتبن{Pakestan: noun} which is an 

incorrect or misspelled word and the correct spelling of this word is  پبڪستبن{Pakistan: noun}. Since currently, 

the only error here is the letter ص{~Swad} in misspelled word, which should be replaced withش{~Sceen}. Both 

these letter fall into same soundEx group as the pronunciation of both have same phonology and are similar to 

also in phonetics. As they are in same group both have same numerical code, this allows us to easily find letters 

that have same code using table 1. But in context of Spell checker we need entire word therefore the entire word 

is encoded according to the soundEx table grouping. For the word in table 2, it can be seen that both the words 

generate same soundEx code, hence the generating of similar words become quite easy and efficient. 

 
Table 2:SoundEx comparison of two Sindhi words 

Wrong word SoundEx Code Correct Word 

 پ 1 پ

 ا 0 ا

 ڪ G ڪ

 ش 6 ص

 ت 3 ت

 ا 0 ا

 ن K ن

 پبڪستبن 10G630K پبڪصتبن

 

Using this soundEx algorithm we were able to generate approximately 43,627 similar words list for Sindhi 

Language. We used Sindhi Dictionary containing more than 100,000 words, using the technique discussed in 

[29]. Table 3 shows some of the generated similarly pronounced Sindhi words using phonetic soundEx 

algorithm. All the similar sounding words generated, have same soundEx code and thus were grouped. 

 
Table3:ListofSimilarwordsgeneratedusingSoundExAlgorithm 

S.No SindhiSimilarWordsList SoundExcode 

يٻر٬يٻڙ٬يڀڻ٬آبر٬آبڙ٬آبڻ٬آڀر٬آڀڻ٬ابر٬اٻر٬اٻڙ٬اڀر٬اڀڻ  .1  x02DZ 

يٻب٬يڀب٬يڀي٬آبب٬آبي٬آڀب٬آڀي٬ابب٬ابي٬اڀب٬اڀي٬يبب٬يبي  .2  x020Z 

وڍر٬وڏر٬وڌڙ٬وڌڻ٬وڍڻ٬وڏڙ٬وڏڻ  .3  xMBDZ 

وڻي٬ورء٬ورئ٬ورا٬وري٬وڙا٬وڙي  .4  xMD0Z 

رايون٬ريئون٬ڙائون٬ڙايون٬رائون  .5  xD00MKZ 

سبيب٬سبيع٬سبيي٬سعيب٬سعيي٬سيئب٬سيبء٬سيبئ٬سيئي٬سييب  .6  x6000Z 

جراع٬جڙيء٬ڇڙائ٬ڇڙئي٬ڇڙاي٬ڇرائ٬ڇڙيء٬چڻيب٬جڻئي٬ڇڻبئ  .7  x7D00Z 

ٻرڙا٬ٻرڻي٬برڙي٬برڻي٬ڀرڙا٬ڀرڙي٬ڀرڻي  .8  x2DD0Z 

ڀيىگي٬ٻبوگي٬ڀبوگب٬ببوگب٬ببوگي  .9  x20KH0Z 

ڱبڻب٬ڱبڻي٬ڱيري٬ڳبرا٬ڳبري٬ڳبڙا٬ڳبڙي٬ڳبڻي٬ڳيرا٬ڳيري٬ڳيڙء٬ڳيڙا٬ڳيڻب٬ڱبرا٬ڱبري  .10  xL0D0Z 

 

ShapeEx Algorithm: 

The second algorithm used in the Sindhi spell checking system to generate the similar words suggestion list 

is theShapeExalgorithm, which is used to encode the words and character by similarity of the shape and glyph 

hence also termed as glyph matching algorithm. Similar to the soundEx algorithm, each characters or letter in 

Sindhi script is assigned a number or code and all the characters with similar shapes or glyphs are all grouped 

together with same code so that when the comparison is done the words with similar  shape characters, can be 

matched regardless of minor differences in spelling. For Sindhi language the character haves been grouped 

according to the similarity of the shapes or glyph of each characters as shown in the table 4. All the letters in 

Sindhi language have been grouped and a simple alpha-numeric code has been assigned to each group. There 

are 18 groups that have been created for Sindhi language. 

 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phonetic_algorithm
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Table 4:ShapeEx based character groups 

Shape 

Code 
Similar Shaped Character Groups S.No 

  آ ا ل أ إ  0

  ة ٻ پ ڀ   1

  ت ٿ ٽ ٺ ث  2

  ج ڄ ڃ چ ڇ  3

  ح خ     4

  د ڌ ڏ ذ   5

  ڍ ڊ     6

  ر ڙ ز م و  7

  ش ش     8

  ص ض     9

A     ط ظ  

B     ع غ  

C    ف ڦ ق  

D      ڪ  

E   ک گ ڳ ڱ  

F     ن ڻ  

G     ي ٌ  

H    ي ئ ء  

 

According to the ShapeEx algorithm for Sindhi, to find a similarly shaped word for a given misspelled 

word, first the shapeEx based code is generated for the misspelled word, then that code is compared with the 

shapeEx code of each word from the correctly spelled Sindhi words list, and all the words that matched, are then 

put into the similar word list. The comparison according to the Sindhi shapeEx algorithm is shown in table 4 

below where two Sindhi words are shown with similar shapeEx code. 

 
Table 4:ShapeEx comparison of two Sindhi words 

Wrong word ShapeEx Code Correct 

Word 

 ة 1 ٻ

 ڪ D ڪ

 ر 7 ر

 ي H ي

 ٻڪري 1D7H بڪري

 

Similar to the soundEx method, SoundEx algorithm yielded approximately 49,071 similar words table for 

Sindhi Language. Here again we used the same Sindhi Dictionary containing more than 100,000 words in its 

repository. Table 5 shows some of the generated Sindhi words with similar shape features, using shapeEx 

algorithm. All the similar shape words generated have same shapeEx code and thus were grouped. 

 
Table 5:Listof similarwordsgeneratedusingShapeEx Algorithm 

S.No SindhiSimilarWordsListusing ShapeExCode 

 x0807ZZ  لشبري٬ اشبري ٬ اشبري ٬ آسبري ٬ آسبمي ٬ اسبري ٬ اسبمً ٬اسبمي   .1

 x7E7Z  وڳر٬ وڳو ٬ وڳڙ ٬ رگر ٬ رگس ٬ رگو ٬ ڙگڙ ٬ رڱو ٬ ڙڳو ٬ رڳر ٬ رڳو ٬ رڳڙ ٬ زگر ٬ مگر ٬ مڱر ٬وڱر   .2

 x07G7Z  ازٌر٬ اوٌر ٬ اوٌو ٬ اوٌڙ ٬ آرٌڙ ٬ آزٌر ٬ لڙٌو ٬ لوٌر ٬ لوٌو ٬ لوٌڙ ٬ اڙٌو ٬ ارٌر ٬ارٌو   .3

 x770ZZ  ٬ ومبئي ٬ وڙائي ٬ ورائي ٬ مرائي ٬ موليً ٬ مولٰي ٬ روائي ٬ رمبئي ٬ رڙائي ٬ مسائي ٬زمبئي   .4

5.  
 موڙن ٬ موڙڻ ٬ روزن ٬ رومه ٬ رومڻ ٬ روڙڻ ٬ ورزن ٬ ورمه ٬ وڙون ٬ ورون ٬ وروڻ ٬ مرمه ٬مرون 

  ٬ وورڻ ٬ ووڙڻ ٬ ممون ٬ مورن ٬ مورڻ ٬ ڙمون ٬ مومه ٬ رمسن ٬ رمون ٬
x777FZ 

6.  

 زوري ٬ زومي ٬ ورري ٬ ورزي ٬ ورمي ٬ وروئ ٬ وزمي ٬ ورڙي ٬ مرمي ٬ مروي ٬ مرّو ٬ رزمي ٬ومري 

 ٬ موزي ٬ موزي ٬ مومي ٬ رمسي ٬ موڙي ٬ روري ٬ روزي ٬ روزي ٬ رومي ٬ روڙي ٬ زرڙي ٬ زمري ٬

  ٬ ومڙي ٬ ووڙي ٬موري 

x777ZZ 

 xE70Z  ٬ ڱڙا ٬ ڳڙا ٬ گرا ٬ گسل ٬ گوا ٬ گول ٬ ڱرا ٬ گڙا ٬ ڳرا ٬ ڳوا ٬ڳول   .7

 xE7ZZ  ڱڙي٬ ڳڙي ٬ ڳڙي ٬ گري ٬ گري ٬ گسي ٬ گوئ ٬ گوي ٬ گوي ٬ ڱري ٬ گڙي ٬ ڳري ٬ ڳمي ٬ ڳوئ ٬ڳوي   .8

 xD70Z0Z  ٬ کوليل ٬ ڪمبيل ٬ ڪرايب ٬ ڪرايل ٬ ڪوليب ٬کرايل   .9

 xDF37Z  کڻجو٬ ڪىجر ٬ ڪىجو ٬ ڪىڃر ٬ ڪىچر ٬ ڪڻڇو ٬ کىجر ٬ کىجو ٬کىجڙ   .10

 

Results: 
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The Phonetic algorithms,SoundEx and ShapeEx are most commonly used algorithms in spell checkers for 

English and other regional languages. The previous work done in this regard for Sindhi language is non-existent. 

Therefor two tables were initially created defining the grouping of Sindhi letters based on SoundEx and 

ShapeEx principles. We then developed a test application to examine our results by implementing these two 

algorithms as shown in figure 3. The application uses an internal Sindhi keyboard which is directly mapped to 

English keyboard; hence the user is freed from the boredom of installing and setting up Regional languages 

settings; as discussed by Bhatti et al., [30], to enter the Sindhi text without even installing the additional Sindhi 

keyboard. As the user enters the text in the application all the incorrect or misspelled words are flagged with red 

wavy line. The user right clicks the marked word and the system provides the list of possibly correct suggestions 

for the misspelled word [31]. 

Initially we test the generation of words list using soundEx algorithm, hence all the words that have been 

generated using soundEx are appended with “SOX ::”. Figure 3 shows the GUI of the system where the image 

on the left has a huge list of similar words whereas the image on right has only one similar word for the 

misspelled encircled Sindhi word. This also shows the robustness of the system. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: GUI showing the Words list generated using the SoundEx algorithm marked with SOX::{Sindhi Word} 

 

For the image on the left in figure 3, the soundEx code is “x060DZ”. Here the character „x‟ is appended to 

identify that it‟s and encoded string. The full list of words generated for the misspelled word using soundEx 

algorithm is given below: 

SOX :: اسوڻ 

SOX :: اسير 

SOX :: اسور 

SOX :: اسبر 

SOX :: اثير 

SOX :: وسبڻ 

SOX :: وسبر 

SOX :: آسير 

SOX :: آسبڙ 

SOX :: آسبر 

SOX :: يسوڻ 

SOX :: يسير 

SOX :: آثبر 

SOX :: يسبڻ 

SOX::يسبر 

 

The ShapeEx algorithm was then used to generate the list and all the words generated using this algorithm 

were appended with “SPX ::” for identification purpose. Figure 4 shows the GUI of the system where the 

misspelled words is marked with red line, and upon user interaction a suggestion list is displayed below using 

the shapeEx algorithm. Again it was noted that the number of suggestions generated, varied according to the 

misspelled word from one correct word to multiple. 
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Fig. 4: GUI showing the Words list generated using the ShapeEx algorithm marked with SPX::{Sindhi Word} 

 

For the word with shapeExcode of “x0ZZZ” following list of correctly spelled words is generated. 

SPX word is::ٰله 

SPX word is::لّي 

SPX word is::لّه 

SPX word is::لّة 

SPX word is:: ٰلي 

SPX word is:: ّلي 

SPX word is::ليه 

SPX word is::لية 

SPX word is::ليئ 

SPX word is::لئي 

SPX word is:: ّاي 

SPX word is::ائي 

SPX word is:: اًا; 

SPX word is::آيه 

SPX word is::آيئ 

 

By combining both these algorithms,richly populated list of correctly spelled similar Sindhi words are 

obtained that can be easily used to replace the misspelled word in any Sindhi Text application as shown in figure 

5. Obviously some of the suggested word in the list don‟t exactly match with the misspelled word and need 

refinement but this problem is left open for further research and actual implementation of Spell checker. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5: GUI showing the Words list generated using both algorithms 

 

By further refining the two algorithms along with Edit Distance algorithm, the suggestion list of words can 

be compressed to be more accurate and concise for the final Sindhi Spell checker product as shown in figure 6. 

This Sindhi spell checker system then can be further utilized and integrated in other online Sindhi Systems 

under development like [32].  
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Fig. 6: Sindhi Text with consolidated suggestions list for a misspelled word 

 

Conclusion and Future Work: 

 

In this paper we discussed the first ever attempt made to solve the problem of developing a Spell checker 

for Sindhi language, using phonetic based Sindhi SoundEx and ShapeEx algorithms. Sindhi being a very rich 

and old language has vast plethora of written text but unfortunately no previous attempt had been made to create 

such a system; as per best of our knowledge. We have used a combinational approach to generate a similar 

words list for the misspelled Sindhi string. A phonetic based Sindhi SoundEx algorithm was developed along 

with a pattern or glyph matching algorithm called ShapeEx. For these two algorithms, first time ever the Sindhi 

Phonetic based grouping was done for Sindhi characters based on their pronunciation and secondly based on 

their shapes or glyph representations. The system is able to identify the misspelled words correctly and then 

provides the suggestion list very accurately when desired by the user for the correction of the word. In future we 

would like to extend the SoundEx algorithm to Metaphone and Double-Metaphone based algorithm for higher 

degree of accuracy and efficiency. 
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